Phase 2 phoneme and picture matching cards

Words: sun, socks, saw
Phase 2 phoneme and picture matching cards

Words: apple, anteater, arrow
Phase 2 phoneme and picture matching cards

Words: tomato, torch, toast(er)
Phase 2 phoneme and picture matching cards

Words: pen, pig, pizza
Phase 2 phoneme and picture matching cards

Words: igloo, ink, iguana
Phase 2 phoneme and picture matching cards

Words: nose, nurse, net
Phase 2 phoneme and picture matching cards

Words: mouse, mushrooms, mole
Phase 2 phoneme and picture matching cards

Words: diver, dolphin, digger
Phase 2 phoneme and picture matching cards

Words: gloves, gate, goose
Phase 2 phoneme and picture matching cards

Words: orange, octopus, ostrich
Phase 2 phoneme and picture matching cards

Words: car, carrots, comb
Phase 2 phoneme and picture matching cards

Words: key, kite, king
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Words: duck, chick, black
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Words: elephant, egg, elf
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Words: umbrella, underwear, udder
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Words: rainbow, ring, robin
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Words: hammer, hat, hippo
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Words: balloon, boots, bubble
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Words: fox, fairy, fire
Phase 2 phoneme and picture matching cards

Words: puff, puffin, daffodils
Phase 2 phoneme and picture matching cards

Words: ladybird, lemon, log
Phase 2 phoneme and picture matching cards

Words: till, ball, shell